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Computational Geometry Homework 3 HS12Url: http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/courses/CG12/For the following two exerises we de�ne a simple polygon P to be star-shaped if thereexists a point s in the interior of P suh that for any point p on the boundary of P the rayfrom s through p intersets the boundary of P only at p. The point s is alled a star-point.
Exercise 1 (12 points)Show that for an n-vertex polygon, given as a list of its verties in ounterlokwise order, wean deide in O(n) time whether it is star-shaped and ompute a star-point (as de�ned above)if it exists.
Exercise 2 (12 points)Prove that a star-shaped polygon, given as a sequene of n � 3 verties in ounterlokwiseorder and a star-point, an be triangulated in O(n) time.For the next two exerises suppose we are given two sets of points in R2, one set repre-senting aner ells, the other one representing healthy ells. With radiation therapy wewant to destroy aner ells without damaging healthy ells. You an assume that the setof all (aner and healthy) ells is in general position.
Exercise 3 (12 points)First we want to �nd out whether we an destroy all aner ells without touhing healthy ells.Show how to deide whether there is a disk ontaining all aner ells in the interior suh thatthe healthy ells lie stritly outside and ompute the enter and radius of suh a disk. Youralgorithm should take O(n) time, where n is the total number of (healthy and aner) ells.
Exercise 4 (12 points)Now we want to destroy the maximum number of aner ells without damaging any healthyells. Show how to ompute the radius and the enter of a disk ontaining as many aner ellsas possible in the interior while avoiding the healthy ells (stritly outside!) in time O(n1n2),where n1 is the number of aner ells and n2 the number of healthy ells.
Exercise 5 (12 points)Prove that the problem of �nding a largest disk inside a onvex polygon an be formulated asa linear program.
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